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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COIVIMITTE:g 
Institute of Human Relaticns 

Area Directors 
Sam Kaminsky 

March 20, 1962 

Subject: Philadelphia and New York Cnapter Ban){ing Studies 

Enclosed are reports of comrnerciai banking studies ponducted by' the 
Philadelphia and New York Chapters. These programs qave r~sul te~ 
in some significant changes in banking restrictions in both com~ · 
munities. In addition, I have included a study .on job interests 
of Jewish college students t~at grew out of the Philadelph~a Ba.iiK
ing Study and bears on our overall concern with the absence of Jews 
from executive levels of industry ·and finance.-

Larry Bloomgarden, comment~ng on these studies~ stated: 

"Because of the de-centralization of c ar.mercial banking in. 
the United States this problem must be resolved through 
local activities. Please let me know if you feel there is 
interest and desire among chapter leaders who would be avail
able · for the necessary interviews.· ._ If so, adaptation of the 
Philadelphia and New York procedures can b~ suggested to 
meet the particul.~r local situation." 

The work of our Chapters in·· the various · communities in probing the 
exclusion of Jews on the executive level in: industry and finance 
contributes immeasurably· to our nation~l effort to overcome this 
problem. Since each community presents a· different set of factors 
and may require an individualized approach:,· be sure to clear with 
Larry Bloomgarden before undertaking· any program in this area. This 
is important not only so you can have the benefit of his guidance, 
but to permit . him to plan the most effective use of his time. At 
the same time,' let us know of your interest in undertaking a pro
gram in the field of "exeyutive suite". discrimination. 

/ 



JEWS AND BANKI~ IN PHILADELPHIA, .194 9 - 1959 

a study prepared by tne 

PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER OF THE A~1ERICAN JE.HSH COMMITTEE 

INTR ODU CT.I ON 

I am · impressed with this judicious .study of significant changes 
that ·. have taken place . i.n banki'ng in Philadelphia in. recent years and 
of the further changes that .. wiil enable ~ to me et fully our moral 
·res·porisibili ties and economic goals 0 

Tl';le economic growth. and ·security of our country depend on how 
we utilize a11· of our' resources. Our most important asset. is our 

· people.. On every level in a,11. fields we must engage the talents and 
abil'i'ti.es of all our. people·, irrespective of race, religion, or ethnic 
origin. ·we cannot afford to maintain discriminatory barriers. 

This study measures the distanc~ one of our minority groups has 
tra v,e:J:ed in the fiel'd of banking in Philadelphia anQ. dis cioses the 
pr .oblems that still lie ahead. On the whole, the results of this 
caref~l and objective research are encouraging. There is growing 
awareness among bankers of the need to provide ·greater oppor~.unities 
for miilori ties.. Increasingly, the particular skill~ of each · indi vidu
~ are being recognized as more important· i ·n his hiring and .advance. 
ment· than are fa.rnily background and social status. The study notes 
·that prejudice ·and .outmoded attitudes with regard to members of tre 
Jewish faith still' e~ist. This remaj.ns a disturbing problem0 What is 
·encouraging is that banker. s are aware of it and are addressing th em
selves · to it. 

This study also points out tm t it is necessary for members of 
minority groups to explore realisti.cally the situation that exists in 
bank~ng and to abandon .some of the negative stereotypes of the field 
that ·exist. For tra.ined and able minority young people, I am firmly 
convinced, banking offers many. opp·ortuni ties for satisfying and use
~ul careers. I would urge them ·to exrunine these opportunities and 
they will find the field anxious to avail itself of their skills and 
talent. 

The Philadelphia Chapter of the American Jewish Committee has 
performed an exceedingly valuable.service in carefully examining how 

·the Jewish group relates to ·this field. Minorities and banking are 
not only compat·ible b1,1t have much to offer each other. I <hope and 
believe that ~his study will help to create ·a climate that will bring 
about the fullest utilization of our manpower resources . · 

... - .. . ... _ 

Karl R. Bopp, President 
Federal Reserve Bank of 
Philadelphia 



JEWS. IN BANKING IN PHILADELPHIA, 1949-1959 

Since the end of the second world war, there has been a 

marked decline in discrimination against· Jews in al.most all phases 

of American life. Jews are now employed in jobs -- engineering for 

exa'11ple -- in which they we re not accepted a generation ago. 

In major areas of American business, however, the ~eneral 

absence of Jel·rs in an executive capacity is still marked. Vance 

Packard, in a special study for the Ameri cm Jewish Committee, lists 

the fields as automobile manufacturing, banking, insurance companies, 
. . . . ., 1 

public utilities and heavy industry such as steel, .coal and oil. 

In these fields, only a .handful of Jews are · found in the executive 

suite. 

Our concern with this stems from certain basic changes 

that have been taking place in Araerican life. There has been a 

decline· in the importance of small business and individual enterprise. 

The bank and the corporation are now the basic uni ts of finance and 

i]'.ldUS try• 

The American Jewish coIT1p1uni ty has also changed. It is an 

American born and American centered group reaching out to participate 

more fully in every aspect of A..merican life. We can expect, therefore, 

Jews to look increasingly for careers in wider areas of industry and 

financeo 

The ab'sence of Jews from the "executive suite" should also 

be a matter of general concern. The lack of participation by a well 

educated and important segment of the comrnun1 ty is a serious waste 

1. Van'~e Packard, "Status Without Stature," Committee Reporter, May 

1960, p. 4. 
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of talent. that this 0ountry J an9. business itself' can ill 8.fford. 2 

As a nation we have 1:> .:l corne increasingly concerned with the utili.;. 

zation of our manpow3r j,n · term$ of ·nati onal growth and our commit-

ment to equal treatment of minority groups. 

In order to · better understand ihe absence of ·Jews from 

middle ·and upper management positions in large ·scale industry and 

finance, AJC has initiated a sel"ies of research progra.J."llS and 

studies of which this survey is a'part. 

In 1959, the · Board of the'. Philadelphia Chapter oi' AJC 

requested the chapter Comm.unity Helat::. ons Committee and the 

Pennsylvania Area AJC Office, to exainine the relati onshi.P of . Jews 

to cor~ner cial banking in Philadelphia. 3 Banking represents ·One 

of the most important facets of the economic lif~ of this community 

and .nation. Since the days of. Robert Morris, Nicholas Biddle, and 

Stephen Girard, Philadel.phia has been known as · the "cradle of 

American finance. ·" 

Due perhaps to thi~ history, ·and the fact that it deals 

with large sums of other people's .money, banking in Philadelphia 

has always been conduc"t!ed conservatively • . 'Until the. thirties," it· 

had changed li.ttle ·from the aays of Stephen Girard. It was typi

fied by the frock-coated ·financier who ran things himself, assisted 

by a s m.all staff of low· paid executives. Business was derived 

mostly from l .arge estates. invested ·1n low interest bonds and 

2. 'Tep exec~tive manpower, alreaqy in short supply, will be far 
outS"tripped in demand by 1970, according to a study by the rnanagemeni 
consultant firm of Booz, Allen and Hamilton;. Executive manpower is 
already in critical demand because the number of positions in this 
_group has grown 44% in the last 10 years 0 Phila. Inquirer, Oct. 6 
1960. 
3. This study does not include savings and loan associations and 
saving fund societies. The former, a fairly recent development, 
have c9nsider-able involvement of Jews. The latter employ few Jews. 
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secure mortgages and loans ma.de to manufacturers ·and wholes~ers.4 

The small depositor was largely ignored. 

Banking in Philadelphia has been one of the tr:aditional 

provinces of the Philadelphia elite. (Law is the one other.) In 

1940 .for example, of the 32 Philadelphia bankers in Who's Who in 

America, 24 were listed in the Social Hegister. (The President and 

e_very member of the board of one major bank were listed in the 

Social Register.)5 A typical banker was an attorney graduated from 

a New Engl and Ivy League university and .Penn Law School who had 

come into the field. ' ·, 

Since the thirties, banking has been undergoing change. The 

demand for commercial credit tapered off during the depress ion. 

Ban~ discovered the small depositor who, · as one S()Urce put it, 

"became a love object to be wooed." Hard times and the rise of new 

forms of competition brought about a series of bank mergers. Dur-irig 

the forties and fifties banks multiplied their sel:'.vi·ces ~o that, 

today, they have become financial. dep.artment stores. Well trained 
. . 

specialists are required to executive the many new functions of 

bankingo· In today's fast moving comnercial world, banks have had .. 

to change their traditional practices in order to keep up. At the 

same tLme, however, trB.dition and traditional practices are somewhat 

slower to change in bank~ng than in other fields of work. 

4. This description and much of our other discussion of banking 
then and now. is based on "That Chameleon, The Philadelphia Banker", 
Greater Philadelphia Magazine, January, 1960, p. 21 and 86-880 

5. E. Digby Balt·zell, Philadelphia Gentlemen, The Free Press_, Glencoe 
Ill. p. 37. 
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Je:vs and Bankin,g in Philadelphia. 

With one or two exceptions, Jews have played an insignificant 

role in banking in Philadelphia over the years. As Gordon w. Allport 

points out, historic~ly, Jews have been barred from the ·conservative 

occupations. Th ey have been involved in fringe activities and 

"private, risk-taking ventures" such as trade, entertainment and the 
6 

profess ions ·· 

In an effort to determine. the number and kind of officer 

level positions held by Jews, it ·was decided to examine the period 

Jewish proportion i ·n these was a little more than one-half of one 

percent. Four of these six banks had no Jewish officers. In studies 

of the "executive su.ite" in major industry, it has b~en . fotmd that 

Jews often serve in research and other technical positi 0ns, in 

which capacity they have no public. contact. Our · study of banking in 

Philadelphia reveal. s .no such pattern. The few Jewish officers are 

in public positions, general~y, and many handle non-Jewis h clients. 

The performance of a bank is in the hands of its officers; 

however, the directors formulate its policies. The officers and 

6. Gordon w •. Ailport, The N?.ture of Pr ejudice, Acldison-Wesley Pub
lishing Co., Inc., C~~bridge, 1954, pp. 122-123, 250-252. This 
theory traces t he Middle Ages experience of Jews in Eur-ope when they 
were thrust into the "private risk-taking ventures" necessary to the 
community but frowned upon by socie ty. ~hese fields are on the 
"fringe" of "conserv ative values.'! At t itudes toward Jews stemrr'ling 
from the European experience have been carried over into A.:'Tierican 
life~ · 
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directors therefore are a major influence on tr.a COillIT'.er cial and 

financial life blood of the fourth largest cor.irau..nity in the nation .. 

In Philadelphia in 1949, there were 481 bank directors of whom 20 

(just over four percent) were J.::wish. By 1959, the number of director: 

had declined to 267. The Jewish figure of' 20 re.11ain~d the same , 

makj,ng the Jewish proportion seven ~nd pne-half percent. However, 

if we again examine the six largest banks, we find the Jewish per!" 

centage in 1959 was two percent. Four of these six ban_~s had no 

Jewish board di r-ecto rs. 

It is necessary to exam.ine several other factors in order 

to better comprehend the problem we are surveying. As has bem 

indicated, the decade under study witnessed many mergers. The nu."nber 

of banks dropped from 36 to 15. Most of the Jewish officers in bank!" 

ing today . are holdovers froin small banks that merged with larger 

ones during this period of consolidation. Several of these. officers 

are on the point of retiring. There has been virtually no adcq, tion 

of Jewi.sh officers. The result is, as one Jewish cf'ficer said, n In 

another ten years there won't be any Jews in banking in Philadelphia.~" 

It should be noted that the' Jewish population in the Phila.

delphia area is about ten percent. 'It is a stable and i·1eJ_l integrated 

group ID: th a high proportion of college graduates . The laws of 

chance and choice make it unlikely that a £ield of endeavor will 

employ a gro1..p proportionate toits nwnber in t he ;.>opul a ti on.. But 

considering the number of Jews in Philadelphia and their educational 

level, the propo.rtion employed in banking is obviously low. To this 

degree, Jews in Philadelphia are short of complete integration in 

the life of the community .• 
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Discussions with Bank Officials 

In an effort to understand the reasons for the small number 

of Jews in banking, it 'iias· de·cided to · undertake a series of inter

views with · bank offi c:i.als, coilege a.nd university placer:1ent staff 

and others close to the field. From the infor mation obtained at 

these meetings, we went on to query Jewish college · stiJ.dents at Temple 

and the Univers ity of Pennsylv'ania regarding their· Job .attitudes· 

and goals. The results of tl1ese interviews are reported in a separate 

study . 7 

Meetings were held with. top l evel officia1s of six ·banks 

(four of the banks among the six 1 arges t) and the Federal .1-ieserve 

Bank of ·Philadelphia. t-'fembers of the Philadelphia ·AJComrnit tee chapter 

personally· acquainted with these · bankers took part · in the inter views 

in order to establish an atmosphere in ':·Thi ch r'uli and frank · discussion 

could take place.. In addition, sevAral J ewish employees in lower 

level positions and former employees were interviewed. These discus -

sions were not able for their- candour as indicated in our. descriptions 

below. 

As a result of the civil :bi ght"s 'advances· of recent years, 

the problem of integration, especially as it re lates to H"egroes 1 

has been given much thought by bankers. But they admitted that they 
. . 

had not considered the general absence of Jews as cons ti tu ting a 
' ' 

problem until we raised the quest :'.on. ·Bankers attribute the small · . · 
' . . 

number of Jews in banking to what they term the low attraction the 

field holds for . Jews. Low starting salal"ies and slow advancement 

are given as reasons for' this. "A certain type of person is attracted 
7. Job Interests, G9als and Attitu¢ies Toward Discrimf.nation of' .131 ... 
Jewish College S·.tudents at the University of Penn.sylvania· and Temple ' 
University. Pennsy·lvania Office of t1:1e American Jewish C.ormnittee. 

¥ ' 
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to this field," one said. "He is the type of fellow who isn't 

strdngly .motivated to set. the world "on fire and. is content to slowly 

and steadily move up in a prof ess i.on that has great ·community .res-
. . 

pect." Implicit in such comriiehts .. is the feeling that ·Jews are highly 

an1bitious and, therefore, d·o not view banking.as ~eting their need~. 

We shall discuss this further oh in this · report in connection with 

the image of Jews tra t exists in ·banking. " 

Jews who enter banking, .. we were t ·old, ·do not .. tend to remain • 
.. 

The .president and vice-president of one bank· cited the case of a 

tal.ented Jewish employee who res·i gned some· :years ·ago to take a . 

more advantagebua positi.on iri anot.h.er industry. -. "Had .he remained. 
. . 

with us, It the vi ca-president said, "he would· now· be a ~ enior offi.cer 

of the bank." A cheqk ~it'h .. the in·d.ividual indicat~d the accuracy 

of the story. ·The fact of the matter however is that the.re hav:e· 
I • • 

be0n so few Jews in banking there is not ehotigh experience. to . 

g~neral~ze on ·any spe'cial adjustmed probl"ems. 

Bankers deny tra t any pattern ·of · dis .cr .. imination a g ainst 

Jews exists. They i~dicate that to .suitably· ·qualified Jews tbe . 

door is open, and there is good "opportunity for advancemert. .In . 
.. 

order to reach . the highes·t leve·ls ·or bro1.king,· however; rigid · · . 

·selection standard·s exist which might well keep out ·c_ertain ind~_v:t

duals, non-Jews as well as Jews. Top level bankers must "f:i,t .Jn" 

·With prevailing bankirig and COrnrflunity patterns~ To rise to this 

level, one must have "the right kind" of personali ty, equcat:imal 

backg·round and social arid business connections, .. as well as. com

petency and experience in banking. Since members. o£ ·minority 

groups· usually lack. one or more of these qualifi cations, this 

may prevent them from reaching the very top at the present. Our 

interviewers were enc oura.ged to try ~o interest Jewish young 
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people to enter the field. 

One or two bankers acknowledged tra t on the lower and 

middle levels of banking there may be sorrie antipathy toward Jews .• 

This is due, they said, to fear of competition.. They pointed out 

they consider this a minol" p roblem and correctable. It should be . .. 

noted, however, that the hiring of new personnel often takes place 

at this level o 

With regard to membership on bm k boards, our interviewers 

were told that banks seek as broad a renresentation from the commun-. ~ . . .... 

ity as possible .'
8

' A hi~h proportion of b.ank d.irector.~. are associated 

with major business and industry in the area. Presumably, they are 

8. In 1960, the board of one bank in Philadelphia consis·ted of the 
following: the chairman of the Board, Muskogee Company; a retired 
chairman of the bank Board; another retired chairman of the bank 
Board; the president, Westmoreland Coal Company; the retireq presi
dent, The Pennsylvania Railroad Compa~y; the pres ide:nt, West Bank 
Oil Terminal, Inc.; the chairman· of the bank Bc:a.rl; a trustee of 
the bank; the .president, The North Pennsylvan.ia Railroad Company; 
the chairman of the Board, E.J. Lavine and Company; the vice-presi
dent . and treasure·r, American Viscose Corporation; · the president. · 
Heintz Hanufacturing Company; the c·hancel,lor, Temple University; · · 
the p,resident, Johnson and Higgins of Pennsylvania; Inc.; an attorn.ey; 
the financial vice-president, Unive.:rsity · of Pennsylvania; the ·. 
president, The Philadelphia Saving F~d Society; ·the president, 
Robert Krook, Inc.; the chairman of the Board, Wilkinson Associates, . 
Inc.; the executive 'v.ice-nresiderit and treasurer,. Americm Stores 
Co.; the president, The Penns.'rlvania :•.1ailroad Cor.ipany; the president,· 
The United Gas Improver.1e.nt Company; . and t h e itice-chairma.n and presid
ent of the bank Board. 
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expected. to bring in this business. Bankers feel that Jews are not 

sufficiently influential in business of this magnitude to warrant 

board membership. 

While this is questionable a factor of greater importance, 

we believe, :is the role of status in this si tu~tion. Forty-four 

percent of the members of the boards of the six major banks in 

Philadelphia i .I?- 1959 were listed in the Social Regiili£• The pro

portion in four of these banks was consider ably greater. This 

would seem to .militate ag~nst Jewish involvement in bankingo 9 

· A few bankers believe that Jews possess a high degree of 

energy, a~bi tion, and imagination ...... quali tres in. themselves desir.

able -- but, possibly,. upsetting in a co.nserva.tive field such as 

banking. Among some of the bankers we interviewed; we f ourid : a 
. . ' 

negative imag~ of Jews which only· occasionally emerged in discussion 

but was implicit in their analysis of t 'he problem of the lack of 

Jews iri the fieldo 

The Image of the Jews 

While top level bankers are 'opposed to discrimination, the 

. feeling exi·S ts among some of them that Jews ·are "different" and' .. , .'" . 

. thes.e ·"differences" raise a _... question as to whether Jews fit into 

bp.nki-ng. These views are, of. ·course, contradictory and indicate a 

bas_ic ·confusion that exists in the minds of some bankers. The image 

is based, we believe, on the compar~tively limited opportunity 

bankers have had to get to know Jewso 

9o. In one interview with a bank boa.rd chairman, we were told that the 
bank had considered naliling its first Jewish board membe r 0 When it 
was learned that the per.son considered was a controversial figure 
in Jewish communal af:rairs, theidea was dropped in order not to 
antagonize any segment of . that communi cy. 
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We were told,. for example, that JeHs are not drawn to bank• 

lng because it doesn'·t of.fer them an opportunity to make a great 

deal of money.. Low starting salaries and slow advancement are deter

rents to a group that is ambitious and anxious to get aheado. But 

this image of the Jew is seriously at variance with the high pro-

portion of Jews in such modest paying fields as govern~ent service 

and teaching.. Obviously, Jews, like other people, differ in their 

job , interests, values and goals. There are some ·who seek security,. 

others who look for interesting and responsible work, a nwnber who 

would like to make a gre::i.t deal of money, and s ti 11 others who 

want a combination of these. Presumably, among Jews there are· those 

whose interests, values, anc goals could draw the~:.1 to banking,.. 

Another view that frequently emerged in our talks wa~ the 

beiief that Jews are possessed of mannerisris ano behavior that clash 

with acceptable patterns in bmking •. Specifically mentioned were 

such "characteristics" as "slurred word endings,"; "'loud dress," 

and· a "·volatile manner •. " Several of our· interviewers were told 

that these mannerisms were generally fol.;lnd among Jews who come from 

New York. Theremay be some Jews, as. well as r.iany other people, i..;ho 

fit this. pict'l.;lre. Her.e again, one wond~rs, hoivever, how much contact 

bankers have had with Jews. The image t,hat is presented is of an 

immigrant genera.ti on which has largely passed from the American 

scene.. Today, 80 ,to 8.5 percent of the Jewish c ornrrnini ty was born 

in this country •. Their exIEriences, cultural· patterns, and even 

. 10 
·memories are American centered0 , 

10. -
One indic·ation of . this ·is the large number of Jews in Ivy League 
Colleges. In the last decade, the ratio of Jewish students has risen 
from i5..:22 percent ·-- a jump of 50%. Lawrence Bloorngarden~ "Our 
_Changing Eltte Colleges," Col'!ll'\ientary February, 1960, p •. 153. 
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Gordon W. "Allport has pointed out that the suspicion of 

Jews that exists in traditional fie).ds of work like banking stems 

from the number of Jews enga .ged in risk taking for.ms of employmen~ 

on "the fringe of· con~ervat:i.ve values;" In one relaxed· conversa• 

tion with. a high level ·bankei' we saw evidence of .this 0 Our inter~ 

viewer was asked, riwhy 1.s -' it that every tiine I pick up the newspaper 

I find a Jewish name mentioned in connection with some kind of 

fraud?" The question fdllowed assuranc ·es by the banker that there 

is a place for Jews ~n banking if Jews choose to enter the field. 

It is our belief that the image of the Jew that exists among 

some bankers may affect their attitude toward engaging Jew;ish candi

dates. Disspelling th~s ~mage will serve to ope.n . up a whole new 

scurce of executive trainee manpower 0 

. . 

CHANG.ING CHAnAIJI'ER OF BANKING IN PHILADELPHIA 

In spite o·f a number-. of negative stereotypes that exist 

among some bankers, our interviewers came away with th~ impression 

that greater opportunities exist 1'or Jetvs and other minority '· gro·ups 

in bapking. As the chairman of one. of Philadelphia's largest' banks 

-told us,.for many years there has been a feeling among the top· 

officers of his .bank that the day of social or pre·stige selection 

was at an end. They have noted the la ck of Jewish personnel and · 

have wanted this situation corrected but find a dearth of Jewish 

applicants. 

Shortly after this interview, this bank hired a Jewish 

young man in its executive trainee program. It is interesting to 

note that .since our study was begun, one bank of the "big six" 

named its first Jewish member to t he board while two others (includ-

ing the one mentioned earlier in this paragraph) have hired their 

first Jewish employees. 
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One top l e ve l b anker, himself a member of a minority g roup, 

also told us that within the .last 8 to 10 y ears, banks have begun 

to hire l~egroes prima!'ily in clerical positio ns • . The main ba·rrier 

to their rising higher, we were informed, is their lack of training 

for supervisory positions. 

Our discussion led us to believe, however , it is unlikely 

that. Jews and other minorities can aspire to the very top level 

positions at the present time although this, too, we were .assured 

will c hangeo 

We consider it important that the ~ill ingness to hire minority 

group members expressed by higrer level banking officials be more 

consciously transmi tteci" to the middie and lower levels and to 

· i · t rr· · l 11 w · d b university p acemen o icia s. · .e were encourage y the 

sympathetic and cooperative attitude e.xpre.ss ed by top level bankers 

and their willingness to frankly ·dis cuss the problem. 

Another factor contributing to what we believe to be a more 

favor ~ble climate is the important changes taking place in the 

field. The competition for p usiness and the discovery of the 
! 

~mall . depositor has given banking a broader public character 0 It 

~s interesting to note that one bank in !:>outh Philadelphia has 

~egun to hire Negro tellers, another is consciously seeking them 
! · 

11. The idea t hat there exist "Jewi m" and "non-Jewish" banks is 
·perhaps ill ustrated oy an incident reported to us by a Jewish banker 
associated with a bank of considerable Jewish involvement. When he 
asked a local university placement department for several trainees, 
~e was sent two Jewish young men. · 
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while ·branches of a third · employ Italians in Italian neighborhoods 0 

One bank sponsors a German radio commentator in order to reach 

German speaking groups. Good business as well as good c i1izenship · 

make it undesirable ·that minority groups be i gnor.ed 0 

The g rowing complexity and specialized character of banking 

today ha.ve also · brought banks into the job market in competition 

with other business and industry for the best possible talent • 

.Membership in .Philadelphia's Main Line elite and the old school 

tie are not enough to assure one a place in the fieia. One bank 

president recently told the Greater Philadelphia Magazine .that in 

his bank's training program "there were no:rreconceived notions that 

a Princeton or- Yale graduate was better qualified than an aJumnus 

of Temple (a low tuition school) or St. Joe's (Catholic). In fact 

t hese men are sometimes less prepared to get in and really move. 

The retail business is a dynamic one and banks need dynamic people 

today, no matter where they come f ul2 ram. 

This is borne out by an examination of the backgrounds 

s·everal of Philadelphia's bank presidents. The president of the 

largest bank is Irish Catholic (once very much an outgroup), who 

worked his way up through the bank's consum.er credit department0 

of . 

The head of Philadelphia's sixth largest bank is an economist whose 

12. "That Chameleon", Greater Philadelphia Magazine, p. 88 0 
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name gives no hint of an old family backgr0.1nd.. The city's ·fourth · 

+argest bank is run by a former gov~rnment administrator-? and the third 

iargest by a man who worked his way up through the bank's trust depa rt~ 
j 

r!ient. 

CONCLUSION 

The changes that a!'.e ta.king place in banking have not yet 

produced any significant involvement of Jewish personnel. The situa-

tion might be summar.ized as follows: In the past, banking presented 

a clos~d door to Jews. Jews were neither sought after no·r for that 

matter have SQught entry into the field. There· is reason to believe 

that in spite of some · discouraging attitudes th:l.t ; still persist, 

:the . door is no longer firmly shut; it may, in fact, be open provided 

qual.ified. Jews become interested in the ·field and se.ek to enter. 

The problem, then is twofold -- removal of those factors in banking 

p ersonnel pr ocrirement that remain res"istant to change, and over com-

ing among Jews their own stereotypes of batiking and sensitivities 

i'e:3ulting from centuries of persecution anc1 ·culttir al conditioni~g0 ·. 
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...... JOB INTERESTS., GOALS-AND-A.TTI.TUDES TOWARD DISCRIMINATION OF 131 

JEWISH---COLLEGE STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY ·OF PENNsYLVANIA AND 

TEMPLE UNIVRRSITY 

Introduction 

This study is an outgrOwth of an exaination of the extent, if any, of dis-

crimination against Jews in commarical banking in Philadelphia by the Conmnmity :Rela-

tions Committee of the Philade.lphia chapter of AJC. It is part of a national effort 

of the Amari can Jewish Cammi t tee to explore ·-the relati.ve absence of Jews from exe cu-

tive levels of big industry and finance in the United States. 

·-··· 

In discussi oris wi. th top level bankers in Philadelphia, college and uni versi. ty 

. placement officials, business leaders and others, we were told that few, if aey, Jews 

applied for positions. It was suggested that Jews don 1t qm te "fit in" with this type 

of business because it is an old-line field where starting salaries are low and ad-

vancement comes :only after many years of service. · JeW:sh young nien, according to 

these informants, are too impatient wit~ the low starting salaries and slow advance-
. . . . 

~nt. They prefer other fields of work or professions where they can advance more 

rapidly. Jews, they said, are drawn to work of a more individualistic character, to 

professions or businesses of their own. 

Since the matter of discrimination in banking is being more fully examined 

in a separate study, it was felt desirable to gather sol!B data on the attitudes Jevii.sh 

young men of college age bring to the job field, to banking as a career, · and Wiether 

these attitudes differ from. those of college students generally. That there may be 

differences is worth examining because of the unique experience of Jews. While the 

J~wish community in the United States has generally becoIIB integrated, it is important 

to recognize that until recently it has been an immigrant or immigrant centered 

group. Jews have known a special historical and cUltural experience which has em-

phasized certain values -- for example, the traditi onal Jewi.sh interest in learning. 
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Moreover, they ·bare the s.cars of centuries of rel,igious persecution which .has, in the 
.. 

past, circumscribed the type of work Jews were permitted to perform and may now have 

some bearing on the fields Jews go into •. 

It was decided that ¥;eries of interviews should be undertaken with Jewi.sh 

. . .. co~l~g~ students in Philadelphi~ at which time they would be asked to fill out a 

questionnaire seeking information on the fields of work they are planmng to go into, 
~ 

why they selected these fields, their goals (income, security , status, etc.) .and the 

impact of the possibility of discrimination in determining their choices. 

, . The Zeta Beta Tau and Tau Delta Pi 

fraternities at the Univers ity of Pennsylvania and the Al pha Epsilon Pi and Tau 

Epsilon Pi fraternities cooperated in this research. In addition, a small group of 

Hillel students at Temple were also interviewed bringing the total number examined 

to 131 students. We wish to e~ress our appreciation to these fraterni ties and to 

Rabbi. Sholom Segal and Rabbi Samuel H. Berkowitz of Temple University and the 

University of Pennsylvania B' nai B'rith Hillel Foundations respectively, for their 

advice and cooperation. 

The technique we employed was as· follows: Before distributing the question-

naires, the· students were introduced briefly to the nature of the inquiry. Then they 

received instructions on fill ing out the questionnaire . After the questionnaire was 

completed, a general discussion based on the questionnaire· took place at which time 

it was possible to gain certain impressions of their personal reactions to the 

matters under inquiry. Taking part in one or more of these meetings and discussions 

were members of the chapter Comnnmity Relations Committee and the Pennsylvania Area 

office prof~ssional staff. 

The information obtained in this way applies only to the 131 Jewish students· 

interviewed. However, it should be pointed out that we have checked othar research 

data which bears on our subject and have found that . our findings are substantially 

similar to findings based on larger samplings. 
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In 1957 Morris Rosenberg published what has become the classic study in this 

field, Occupations and Values. In it he summarized the results of research in 1952 

on occupations and vaues of 4,585 c~llege students selected on a representative basi~ 

from eleven universities throughout the country. 
' . 

· 4 
In addition, Rosenberg furnished us· 

with unpublished supplementary material specifically applicable tn Jewish men in 

college · · ., J drawn from his overall survey. 
I • 

In order to draw broader conclusions than would be possible due to the fact 

that only lJl students were interviewed by us, we have in this study made consider-

able use of Rosenberg's study and supplementary material as well as other research 

data. 

ARE OUR RESPONDENTS 1 JOB GOALS SIMILAR TO JOB GOALS OF COLLEGE STUJENTS GENERALLY? 

Question four of our questionnaire asked, ''In choosing a career, what are 

your goals (for example, salary or. income·, status, security, etc.) and in what order 
.I 

(for example 1, 2, 3)?11 ·The students' first choice response was as fAllowsif" 

Salary or Income 

Status 

Security 

29% 

9% 

23% 

Personal Satisfaction 32% 
(Thr0ugh use of special abilities and apptitudes, 
enjoyment of work) 

M:i~cellaneous 7% 

'It is interesting to compare the responses of these Jewish students with 

those of students generally. In Occupations and Values, Rosenberg's 4,585 college 
., . 

students were presented with a list of occupational values and asked to rate them in 

* We 'have not tabulated th3 second and third choices since many students only indi
cated their first choice and others only their f:irst and second. Many students 
noted, of course., there is an interrelatii:mship between personal satisfaction and 
other goals such as salary, security, 13tc. Where second and third choices were 
indicated by the students, these were fairly evenly divided among salary, status, 
and security. · 
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importance. Belrw are the percentage .figures .for what they rated nmost important." 

"Provide an opportunity to use nw special abilities or aptitudes" 27% 

"Prcvide me vd. th a chance to earn a good deal of money" 10% 

"Permit me to be creative an.d origina11; 10% 

"Give me ~~cial status and prestige" 2% 

11 Give me an opportunity to work with people rather than thingsn 7% 

"Enable me to look forward to a stable, sec.ure futureu 24% 

1tLeave me relatively free of super'.iisi on by others" 3% 

"Give me a chance to exercise leadershilp11 4% 

11 Provide me with adventure" 1% 

"Give m~ an opportunity to be helpful to others~: 10% 

The overall conclusion that emerges from these figures, in the words of 

_Rosenberg, is that college students generally "view work as more than simply a 

means of making money •.• '' And again, "not money amid status but, rather, self-

fulfillment, interpersonal satisfactions, and secui·ity~ receive the greatest 

emphasis." (p.11) 

The 131 Jewish students studied by us appear to ·have substantially the same 

job goals as the broade~ sampling of students devel:··ped by Rosenberg. Both groupings 

listed npersonal satisfaction~i11 in their work as their 11 first choice11 or a most 

important.n (32% for the J~wish students and 37% for students generally.)* 

Twenty-three percent of the Je·.d.sh students listed secur:i, ty as most important, while 

24% of students generally felt the same wayo 

* · Our question was somewh:lt narrower than the choices offered by Rosenberg~ 
We took the Rosenberg responses llProvide an opportunity to use nw special 
abilities or aptitudes" and npernli.t rre to be creative and original" (both 
totalling 37%) to equal o:ur category.,, "personal satisfaction." 

/ 
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It is true that a higher percentage of the Jewish students chose salary 

or income as more important (29% to 10%), but this may be accounted for, in part, 

by the fact that most of the Jewish students in our sample were members of fra

ternities.~ Wealthier students, generally, according. to Rosenberg's findings, 

not only have </chance to earn more money than poorer students, but al so are more 

likely to want to earn more money. 

In the unpublished material furnished us by Rosenberg, there appeared to 

be considerable sim:i.lari.ties between Jewish arrl non- Jewish college men in terms of 

how they look at thei r future occupational life . Fo.r example , touching on this 

matter 610Jews, 1 ,770 Protestants and 409 catholics were asked: "How important to 

you, personally, is it to get ahead?" The schedule shows the responses: 

Jew 

Very important 56% 
Fairly Important - -- ·- ---- - - ---- 361 
Not Very Important --~------ 7% 
Very Unimportant ------- - - --- .1% 

Protestant 

55% 
36% 
81 
1% 

catholic 

58% 
37% 

4% 
1% 

Both the information obtained from our own and the Rosenberg researches, 

indicate the similarity of job goals and values of Jewish and non- Jewish students. 

This is important in view of the image that apparently exists in the minds of some 

of the bankers we ta·lked to. and perhaps other industry leaders that Jews are 11too 

ambitious" and possess different job goals and values. Wfth this in mind, it may 

be possible t,., allay fears that exist that Jews will not nf:lt inn with certain 

types of business organizations. 

**We selected fraternities for our sample partly as a matter of convenience but 
also on the p0ssibility that fraternity affiliation might be viewed as a 
positive factor by those hiring executive trainees for finance and big indust:ry. 
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WHAT KIND OF JOBS ARE JEWISH RESPONDENTS PREPARING FOR? DO THEY 

GRAVITATE TO CERTAIN BUSINE~SES AND PROFESSIONS? 

If the Jewish students we have studied have no substantially different job 

goals than students generally, are they also preparing, for similar types of careers? 

To sum up the supplementary Rosenberg data on this point, Jewish students separated 

out from the total group showed special preferences for law, medicine and business. 

The latter included under this heading accounting and the textile industry. 

It is especially interesting to note the differences in job choices accord-

ing tn religion. Thus, 20% of the Jewish students in Rosenberg's sample expressed a 

preference for medicine. The percentage for Catholic students was 15% and for 

Protestant students, 12%. Differences along religious lines we-a especially note-

worthy among those preparing for law careers. Eleven percent of the Jel'li.sh students, 

3% of the Catholic and 6% of the Pretestant, selected this field. 

Our OWl stuqy of 131 Jewish students reinforces R~senberg•s findings with 

regard t• Jewish gravi tat:ien to certain businesses and professions. Beloyfis the 

response to the ~sti~n on what field of work our respondents are planning to g~ 

into. 

Law 19 Dentistry 6 

Accounting lfi Management 5 

Medicine 15 Retailing 5 

Finance - Stocks and bonds . 8 Engineering 3 

Teaching 7 Public Relations 3 

Real Estate 6 TV Production & 'Directing 3 

Miscellaneous --1£ 
Total 131 
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The large group listed as miscellaneous included such fields as research, 

DRISic, horticulture, food, business, electronic business, architecture, textile 

manufacturing, writing, military, wholesale business, and FBI agent. 

rt Vii 11 be seen that a large proportion are planning careers in the in-

dependent professions. 

and about 5% dentistry. 

into these four fields. 

Fourteen percent chose law, 12% accounting, 11% medicine 

In all, 44% of these Jewish students are preparing to go 

Summarizing Rosenberg• s findings on this matter, he found the majority of 

Jews (about two~thirds) would prefer to be entrepreneurs--to have thair own enter

prise, either professional or business. However, it should not be concluded that 

' this desire for independence was restrictcld to the Jews. Rosenberg also found 

that this was the most frequent choice among non- Jews as well, but the proportion 

choosing it among catholics and Protestants was less than half (43 percent in 

each case). 

He found that few of the Jewish boys preferred to hitch their future to 

"the organization." In his opinion this explained what he called the overselection 

of the old professions -- medicine and law, and the underselection of a profession 

like engineering, which is frequently practiced within the private corporation. 

We can only speculate as to wey the Jewish young men we have examined seem 

especially drawn to more independ~nt fields of work. It is possbl e that as a 

predominantly middle class group, Jews find particular personal satisfaction where 

they can operate independently. Cultural conditioning may be a major factor. The 

fact that these fields require specialized education and knowledge, may also be 

attractive to . a group that has always valued learning highly. Another possibility 

is that the . desire to be one's own "bosstt is root~d in the knowledge that in being 

one's own "boss" he is less subject to the dangers of prejudice arl discrimination. 

All of these factors and probably others may be involved in what seems to be a group 

tendency among Jewish students studied. We examine the influence of prejudice below. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF PREJUDICE IN D~TERMINING JOB CHOICES OF RESPONDENTS 

Our study of l)i Jewish students asked, "In plarining your career, have you 

been influenced by the feeling certain fields of work or businesses don 1 t want 

Jews or Jews can't advance in them?" Other questions asked them to list the fields 

or businesses that are discriminatory and the basis on which they made this judgment. 

Approximately one out of every four indicated that concern about discrimi-

nat.iC"·!'l influenced them in choosing the career they are planning. Meire than half 

of t he students listed one or more fields of work they felt to be discriminatory. 

These included "large corporations," "heavy industry" and "big industry in general." 

Other areas mentioned were automotive, manufacturing, banks, insuramce companies 

and steel. One quarter of one fraternity listed medicine. 

While most of our students indicated that concern about discrimination did 

not influence their career choice, the considerable. number who listed fields of 

work that are discriminatory appear to us to be significa:bt. It seems likely that 

students who believe that certain fields of work are barred to them may be un-

consciously influenced by this fact and maki.ng career choices accordingly. 

Whether the fields they have listed do or do not indeed discriminate 

~0ainst them, they have little 11 hard11 information. Few indicated that they had 

checked with university personnel officials' community relations agencies such as 

the American Jewish Committee, and the Jewish C~rnmunity Relations Council, or 

vocational services provided .by the Jewish community. Most students base their 

inf or:nati on on "hearsay" or "general knowledge". 

The possibility that Jewish college students may be excluding themselves 

f rom seeking entry into certain occupations because of discrimination or the fear 

of discrimination is the opinion of Herman Murov in a paper called, ''Vocational 

Self Exclusion Attitudes of Jewish Persons" published in May, 1960. Basing his 

conclusions on his own experience as a Jewi.sh vocational guidance professional 
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and a poll of 17 of his colleagues in the Jm.u sh Vocational Services around the 

country, he writes: 

"Feelings of discrimination and defensive self- e.xiclusion attitudes 
based on these feelings have been noted among Jewish college graduates 
and graduate students who have majored in busine$S administration and 
who have attempted to find employment in administrative and managerial 
positions wi. th prominent national manufacturing and mercantile companies, 
banks, life insurance companies, etc. Similar reports come from techni
cal personnel who have attempted to break into administrative jobs.- A 
study of the job finding experiences of Jewish college seniors and 

· graduate students should be undertaken to determine how wlidespread and 
valid these complaints are. n 

We endorse this statement and would only add that it is also necessary 

to take a fresh look at the discriminatory patterns that exist in the industries 

and fields of work believed by Jewish college students to be discriminatory. Closer 

investigation may reveal that in certain instances their beliefs are fully justified. 

· In other cases, however, under the impact of civil rights gains since the end of 

the second world war, barriers may have been lowered. It is also possible that the 

failure of· Jewish students to seek entry into certain fields may be a factor in 

the continuation of patterns that are obsolete. Social change rarely takes place 

unless a traditional pattern is questioned. This is not to say that certain fields 

of work where Jews traditionally· have not been employed do not have a responsibility 

to make . known their vii.llingness to hire Jewish personnel. The need is also for Jews 

. to apply for jobs in these fields. This places a responsibility oz:i comrrnrnity rela-

tions agencies to attempt to insure that when they do, they will receive fair 

treatment. 

HAVE THE JEWISH STUDENTS STUDIED CONSIDERED COMMERICAL ;BANKING AS A CAREER? 

0u·.z. study. of .131 Jewish students sought. information on whether any of them 

were planning banking careers and, if not, why not. 

Ten percent of the 1)1 students indicated that they have considered banking 

as a career. However, it would appear that only two might be considered seriously 

interested in the field. 
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Was concern about prejudice a factor in the attitude of these students 

toward banking? Five students out of lJl indicated it was. One wrote, "I am aware 

of the difficulties for a Jewish person to enter the banldng field". Another 

wrote, "There is very little chance for a Jewish man to advance. 11 For the most part, 

however, students indicated they have no interest in the field. Some said t~e 

salary level was too low. 

While the lack of interest in banking might mean these students feel it 

is a dull field of work, banking has always been an honored career in Philadelphia. 

It has long been the traditional province of the Philadelphia elite. Perhaps tpe 

lack of interest is in part caused by the fact that there is no tradition of Jews 

in banking in Philadelphia. When Jewish young men look at the field, they see no 

friends or relatives in it. One can speculate on whet.her the belief among Jews 

that banking is a field barred t~ them, may be a factor in why so many of our 

students are ·uninterested. We cannot draw acy such conclusions. Our inquiry only 

points up the nP.ed f~r a full scale study of the attitudes of Jewish young men 
I 

toward speci.fic fields of 'l'tt>rk so :that we can understand, in all its ramifications, 

the question of why so few Jews are involved in banking and other major areas of 

American eeonomic life. 

SUMMARY 

Our findings in this study can be summarized as follows. 

The view that the job values and goals of Jewish students are more ~ateri

alistic than those of students generally seems questionable. Jewish as well as 

non-Jewish students in preparing for careers appear to be motivated primarily by 

a desire to find personal satisfaction and security. This finding, if it is borne 

out by further and more thorough research, is of considerable importance in dis-

cussions with leaders of industries where Jewish executive level personnel are 

noticeably absent. Our c~rnmi.ttee, which has been investigating discriminatory 
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patterns in certain industries, has frequently been presented with the argument by 

industry leaders that Jews are anxious to make a lot of money quickly and too 

impatient to wait their turn in the slow process of advancement. · This is only one 

of a number of unfavorable stereotypes of what Jews are like which persist among the 

leaders with whom we have met. These stereotypes are often based on an image of 

Jews as an immigrant group and fail to recognize that the vast majority of Jews: 

today were born in this country and largely share the values and goals of their 

neighbors. 

Our Jewish students did devtate from students generally in that they appear 

to gravitate to certain professions and fields of work such as law, medicine; 

accounting, and dentistry. Forty- four percent of our 131 students are planning 

careers in these four fields . This observation is also borne out by the special 

data provided ·us by R("lsenberg in his study, Occupation and Values. We are not in 

a position to evaluate all the cultural factors involved in this. 

There is some indication that discrimination er the fear of discrimination 

is a consideration of sone impnrtance among our students in planning their careers. 

One out of f~ur of the students we queried informed us that this possibility in

fluenced their choice nf careers. More than half listed one or more fields of work 

from which they feel Jews are barred. 

There is nothing wreng, of course, with a high proportion of Jews in 

certain fields of work. What concerns us is whether their choice of careers has 

been freely nade. If the gravitation toward certain fields we have ·noted is partly 

a response to discrimination and the possibility of discrimination, this is a 

matter of importance to agencies 5uch as our own. 

Our taskis to help to bring about a set of circumstances in which Jews will 

be fully and freely integraed into American life. Heartening progress has been made 

but discrimination is not yet a thing of the past. This study does not seek to 
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underestimate in any way the barriers that still remain. 

As we pursue our efforts, however, we nrust be aware of the vast changes 

that have taken place in recent years in the general acceptance of Jews and the 

new situation this presents. We must increasingly concern ourselves with the ways 

in which the Jewish colIII!IUility responds to the growing opportunities in American 

life. It would seem that Jews must test more and more the doors that have hereto-

fore been closed to them. These doors may, in fact, be firmly shut. On the other 

hand, they may yield even to a slight push. We need more information on Jewish 

job interests, goal s and attitudes toward discrimination before we c~n effectively 

guide the Jew:i. sh community and th~se serving them in this new and generally hopeful 

phase of Jewish .life in America. 
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MEMORANDUM #2. ANALYSIS OF srUDENt'S WHO WOULD PREFER TO ENTER BUSINESS OCCUPATIONS 
(Revised version, March 27, 1961) 

The Cases Analyzed 

The present memorandum examines students who were polled in 1952 as subjects 
·. . . 

in the Cornell Values Study. The analysis focusses attention on those students at: 

the ten universities studied* who reported that if they could have their own choice, 

they would like to enter business occupations. The present memorandum contrasts 

the Protestants, Catholics, and Jews among t.hese aspiring ''businessmen." 

In this analysis the number of cases in the 1'busines~an11 category has been 

expanded from an earlier. memorandum entitled1 "0ccupational Asp~r~tions of Jewish 

and Non-Jewish Men in C.ollege. 11 In that earlier memorandum we found that Jewish 

students who had said they would select "business" as their preferred occupation 

dif!~red f,,rom gentile stu~ents in that relatively more of them preferred to be 

entrepreneurs rather than to hitch their future . to a. private firm as an employee. 

In this memora.ndum, now, we examine the ''businessmen" in further detail. This time 
.. . 

we have included Btudenta who n!ill'!Ed not Qnly "business,'' but cU.so other related 

occupati~ns (real estate, finance; insurance, sales .Promotion-, personnel,, food, res

taurant and hotel). In this way the ~umber of cases of Jews and Catholics -- other-

wise too small to permit detail~d analysis -- has been increased. · 

Here are the cases from wtich the types of "businessmen" we analyze have been 

selected: 

Cross sections 9f students at the following uriiversities filled out a detailed 
q\lestionnaire: ·Cornell, Dartmouth, Fisk, Harvard, Hichigan,, North Carolina, Texas, 
Wayne, Wesleyan, UCLA. The samples at each university constituted a random cross 
section of the total number of male students at all these campµses. Since the size 
of the student bodies at these universities varied, the proportion which each sample 
represents of the student body at that university likewise varies, from 12 per cent 
at Cornell ·and 1 per cent at Yale, to 38 per cent ·at Wesleyan. Excluded from the 
present analysis are the. Negro students at Fisk. 

·.: . .. 
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What business or profession would 
you most like to go into? ( Occupa
tion . or kind of work) 

Business* 

Real Estate, finance, insurance 

Sal.es promotion 

Personnel 

Food, restaurant, h~tel 

- 2 -

Protestant 
{552) 

Number ! 

211 u9 

68 12 

92 17 

96 17 

25 5 

Catholic 
(99) 

Number ~ 

57 58 

10 10 

12 12: 

16 16 

4 4 

Jewish 
(117) 

·Ntnnber ! 

10 60 

10 9 

22 19 

ll 9 

4 3 

*Only these ~ases were analyz~d ~s ''businessmen" in tJ:ie earlier memorandum, 
'!Oc.cupatiorial Aspirations of Jewish and non-Jewish men in college. tr · 

More Non-Jewish than Jewish Students Pr~fer ·11The Organization" 

We already know that fewer Jewish than non-Jewish st.udents· would pref er to· be· -· 

employed, b~ ·a private company, and relatively more ~ould choose to be independent 

entrepreneurs.. (Let us call them "organization ~n" and "entrepreneurs.") l'{ere 

are the revised fi~e.s for all ~tudents in the now-expanded ''business" c~tegory. 

Table 2. ·Among t~ose who select ''business" and related fields, relatively more 
non-Jews than Jews pr~fer the "organization" 

Jewish Protestant Catholic 
(117) (552) (99) 

What kind of firm or outfit would 
you like best to work in after you 
finish your schooling? 

Private organization ·26% 48% 50% 

Own enterprise 51 .38 41 

All other responses 23 14 9 

Jewish- "Businessmen" Are More Likely ~han Others· to Report Wealthier Homes 

Students from the +,hree religious ·groups do not come to the campuses from 

homes on equivalent economic levels of society. it'he Jewish student ''businessmen" 
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organization men and entrepreneurs alike -- are more likely to report stibstan

'tially higher family incomes: notic.eably wealthier than the homes of th~ir Prot-

estant counterparts, and considerably wealthier than the homes of their Cathoiic 

counterparts. 

·~he Catholic students are in marked contrast. They are most likely of .all. 

religious groups to report low family incomes. Indeed, since even more of the 

organization men than of entrepreneurs among them are recruited from lower-income 

families, the disparity in family wealth of Jewish students contrasted with Catholics 

is most marked among the organiza~ion men. Hall' of the Jewish ''businessmen 11 who 

would prefer careers with a large company report wealthy homes (father's income over 

$10,000)j but only 21 per cent of the Catholic students preferring . such careers 
. . 

say they co.me from hoJnes· of equal ·wealth• Among the entrepreneurs the trend is 

somewhat less marked. (Over half of the Jewish boys, a third of the Catholics and 

Protestants; respectively, report family incomes of $10,00Q or more.) 

.. (·rable 3 here) 

We lmow that economic backgrolll'ld is importantly linked to a variety of social 

attitudes among all three religious groups. If Jewish ''businessmen" differ from 

non-Jewish ''businessmen" the ref ore, we should b_e hard-put to say whether it is 

their Jewishness or their higher e~onomic level that would predispose. them to that 

_particul.ar point of view.* By the· same token, if Jewish organization men do ~ 

differ from their gentile counterparts, the finding could be all the more convinci~g 

since they come from family bai;:kgrounds so distinctly different from the backgrounds 

of the gentile organization men. 

Middle Class Identification Is Equally Prevalent among All Students Except Catholic 
Entrepreneurs 

Social class is -ri~t, of course, simply a matter of income. Membership in a 

minority group, in itself, is an ingredient of social class tending to downgrade 
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one in the status system regardless of wealth. Both Jews and Catholics, as mern-

bers of minority religious and ethnic groups, would be expected to confront this 

barrier to higher social class position • 

. On the campuses we studied, however, there is a strong press toward middle 

class identification. Regardless of their origins, mos't! students say they con-

sider themselves to be "middle class." Thus, even though substantially more Jewish 

than gentile students cr.aracterize their families as wealthy, they are no more 

likely t,han others to call themselves "upper class" and no less likely to c;ill 

themselves "lower class" or "working class." Enough of the wealthier Jewish stu-

dents, then, must feel the downward social press of their minority group status to 

eschew identification with the upper class and the accompanying values of that class 

whiie their mi nority group position is not sufficiently burdensome on the poorer 

Jewish .students to warrant their disproportionate identification as "working class" 

or "lower class • 11 In spit~ of their great.er w~alth, then, they are just as likely 

as virtually all other groups of non-Jews to "feel just as middle class." (It is 

also true, of course, that the income curve in all religious groups includes but 

small minorities in the really wealthier brackets.*) 

This pressure toward middle class identification is noticeable in reverse 

among the Catholic s·tudents, particularly entrepreneurs. Even though more of them 

come fro~ relatively poorer homes, they nevertheless c·haracterize their social clas~ 

position virtually in the same manner as do their rather wealthier Protestant coun-

terparts and their considerably wealthier Jewish counterparts. It is only among 

the Catholic organization men that the combined downward press of minority group 

position an~ relatively poorer family financial situat~on has an impact on their 

class identification. In this subgroup of Catholic organization men, a third put 

themselves in the lowest soqial class levels, compared with 10 per cent of their 

The number of students reporting family incomes of $,301000 or more .per year was: 
Jewish, 15(13 per cent of total); Catholic, 6 (6 per cen·t of total),; Protestant; 50 
(9 per .cent of total). 
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Jewish opposite numbers and 14 per cent of their Protestant coupterparts •. 

(Table 4 here) 

Many students, then, tend to consider their social class not closezy dependent 

on their family income. ·rhe sub-group which finds the greatest difficulty in sep-

arating the two factors seems to be the Catholic organization men. 

The privileged financial backgrounds of the JeWish students compared with 

others must be kept in mind whenever we deal with any matter that toµches on income. 

More Jewish students than non...Jewish students start out w,ith higher financial base-

lines, so to speak, and may be expected, therefore, to have a different frame of 

reference about money. Certainly the evidence shows that the Jewish organization 

men vary considerably ... .f.rom their gentile counterparts in their approach to the no-

tion of money on the job. 

Entrepreneurs and Jewish Organization Men Are More Likely to Emphasize High Income; 
Gentile Organization Men Are Less ·Likely to Do So. 

Many organization men view money on the job quite differently from the way the 

entrepreneurs look at it. When it comes to money they see~ to have less ambitious 

aims. Compared with entrepreneurs, relatively fewer organiz~tion men say they 

consider fina.11.Cial returns as an important occupational value; relatively fewer . 

organization men say they would be willing to risk job security for an opportunity 

to achieve higher earnings; relatively fewer organization men say they expect high 

salaries; relatively fewer ~rganization men say they expect to reach a respectable 

sala.?7 ($101 000) quickly ••• 

••• Except for the Jewish boys. On these four counts~ money as an occupation-

al value, willingness to take risks for financial return, salary aspired to, and a 

certain degree of impatience about the length of time needed to reach earnings of 

$101000 -- Jewish organization men resemble the entrepreneurs more than they resem-

ble their gentile counterparts. 
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We harl asked, . "consider to what extent a job or career would have to· satisfy 

each of the following requirements before you could consider it ideal. 11 T~m . 

requirements followed, w:l:. th instructions to rank each one as high, medium or low in 

importance. One of tr.e requirements was, "Provide me with a chance to earn a great 
• , 

deal of money"' ( the second most frequently chosen occupational value among Jews and 

Protestants; third among Catholics). It was ranked "highly important" by over half 

of the entrepreneurs of all religious backgrounds -- !!:£ by the Jewish organization 

men. Fewer than half of the gentile organization men selec.ted it. (See Table 5) 

We had asked~ "Here are three different kinds of jobs. If you had your choice. 

which would you pick? A job which p~s quite a low inc(\me, but which you were sure 

of keeping; a job which pczys a good income cut which you have a 50-50 chance of 

losing; or a job which pays an extremely good income if you make the grade but in 

which you lose almost everything if you don't make it." 

Here again the last alteniative, indicating willingness to risk security for 

income, was selected by well over half of the entrepreneurs in all three religious 

groups -- and also by a majority of the Je~ish organization men. Only among gentile 

organization men did minorities select this alternative. (See ~able 5) 

Third: we had asked, "about how much money do you expect to earn after ten 

years (assuming the present buying power of the dollar)?" Median income mentioned 

by all entrepreneurs exceeded $11,000 -- and ·median income mentioned by the Jewish 

organization men was well over that amount. But the gentile organization men named 

sums whose median. was under $10,000. The Jewish organization men were slightly 

less likely than Jewish entrepreneurs to rnention high salaries; nevertheless the·: 

salaries they had mentioned were . still considerably ]:ligher than those the gentile 

organizati on men said they expected. (They are even- higher, it should be noted, 

than the salaries expected by Protestant entrepreneurs.. (See Table 5 ) 
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Finally, very few Jewish "businessmen 11 ( qf either type) expect to earn less 

than $101 000 within ten years after begiI_liling their careers. Among gentile entre

preneurs the corresponding proportions are slightly la~gero It is only among gentile 

organization men that over half say they expect to have to wait longer ·than ten yearE 

before reaching earnings of $10 ,OOOo 

· (Ta~le 5 here) 

These data would seem to indicate that when it comes to money, salary, risk, 

and a certain patience about the time it takes to reach a "respectable" salary of 

$101 000 Jewish organization men look as if they .had more. ambitious aspirations and 

values than their gentile counterparts. Indeed, in these respects the Jewish 

organization men seem to resemble the entreprene\irs of whatever religious background .. . 

~ than they resemble their gent~le counterparts: they set their sights higher. 

We must keep in mind, however, that we are talkin,g about Jewish boys from 

·considerably wealthier points of origin and gentile boys from considerably poorer 

ones. The differences in outlook we have just talked about could well reflect not 

simply higher aspiration levels about .money, but a different frame of reference 

about money on the part of wealth~er boys, who are over-represented in the Jewish 

group. The question to which we must ad9ress ourselves, ~hen, is: are these points 

of view on the kind of income one wishes and expects on the job distinctive to the 

Jews? Or are they, rather, distinctive to boys from wealthier homes whether or n~t 

they are Jewish? 

If we had enough cases in our samples, we would determine the relative weight: 

of the two factors, religion and income, by contrasting first only the wealthier 

students in each religious group with each other; and then doing the same thing for 

the poorer ones. The only. group, however, providing enough cases to warrent such 

an income control, is the Protestant gro'4-P• Thus we can only contrast the wealthier 

Protestants with the poorer oneso If the~ resemble the Jewish students in their 
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outlook on the kind of income one wishes for and expects on the job, then we can 

infer that this point of view is more likely to be distinctive of wealthier students1 

whether Jewish or Protestant, and not distinctive of Jews, as such. 

't'he evidence shows that this seems to b~ the case. We are presenting the data 

of Table 5 ·again, showing the resemblences between the Jewish students _and the 

wealthier Protestants, between the Catholic students and the poorer Prote~tants. 

{Table 5a). It is clear that relatively more of the wealthie_r students, whether 

Protestant or Jewish, emphasize earnings as an occupational value; rel_atively more 

say they would choose risk and income over security on a job; and relatively fewer 

~ay they would expect comparatively low salaries by the end of· the first ten years 

at work. (It is, in fact, the Catholic entrepreneurs who behave unexpectedly. In 

their emphasis on money, earnings and risk, these Catholic boys who would choose 

their own business enterprises resemble the wealth~er· Jews and Protestants more 

than they resemble their Cat;.holic counterparts who would choose the organization.) 

(Table Sa here) 

This is an example, then, of the way in which the over-representation of 

wealthier students among the Jews reveals patterns that seem at first glance to be 

distinctive of Jews, but which turn out to be di.stinctiye of students from wealthier 

family backg.rounds - whether Jewish or Protestant. 'l'he point is important enough, 

it seems to us, to warrant anotl'!er example. 

W:e had asked our samples to say to what degree an ideal job would have to 

fulfill certain criteria. Among them were: "give me social status and prestige ••• " 

- a response checked more frequently by Jews than py Gentiles. Since, however, 

status. and prestige are a prerogative of high income in American society, we must 

face the question whether this response is. more characteristic of Jews, or simply · 

more characteristic of the higher income groups who are over-represented among Jews. 
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Again we make the same test, comparing the relatively wealthier Jews simply 

with the wealthier Protestants, the relatively poorer Catholics simply with the 

poorer Protestants. It turns out ·that wealthier P.rotestants are just as likely 

as Jews to check this response, while Protestants who report lower income homes re-

spond as the Catholics do. 

·. (Table 6 here) 

What seems at first glance to be a disproportionate emphasi$ among Jews on the 

"status and prestige" a job may offer, turns out to be a reflection of a point of 

view linked to wealth. In the same wa:y, what seemed at .first glance to be a dis

proportionate emphasis among Jewish boys on the financiai ret~ a job may offer, 

has turned out to be a reflection of the different frame of reference wealthier 

boys in the sample are likely to bring to bear when they think of money. Indeed, 

when we ask, "Why does a Jewish college student aspiring to be a businessman choose 

the organization rather than his own enterprise?" the answer - in spite of the 

findings just analyzed - must touch upon his lower aspirati'on level - a lower 

aspiration level which he shares in common with the gent~le organization men, even 

though his parents are likely to be considerably wealthier than theirs. 

All Organization Men Eschew Top Salaries and Are Slower Paced About Reaching Their 
Highest Salary Level 

Organization men, whether Jew or gentile; seem to view the development of their 

business careers as relatively slowly paced compared with the pace the entrepreneurs 

see for themselves. Let us look again at the salary aspirations of these boys, 

this time from the point of view of pacing. 

Salary expectations are higher in magnitude_, we said, among Jewish organization 

men than among gentile ones, unless they come from homes that are equally wealthy. 

But compared with .the entrepreneurs, organization men, regardless of their religion 

and regardless of their family wealth, agree in setting lower ceilings to their 

salary expectations, and in expecting to achieve these ceilings at a slower rate. 
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For example, few ccllege students 9f any type say they expect to earn recilly 
. . . 

high salaries - say $20,000 or more - within a tillle ·span as short as ten years af-

ter they begin their careers. But virtually~ organization man aspires this high 

this fast. Of course, not many entrepreneurs are paced this fast either2 (perhaps. 

a fifth say thei expect. to earn $20,000 or more witr.in 10 ye·ars after starting outh 

But the corresponding proportions of swiftly-paced organization men are negligibleo 

(About 9 per cent.) 

The data appear in Table 7. Notice that the two groups among whom we most 

frequently encounter students who expect to reach high salaries at this fast rate 

are the Jewish entrepreneurs and the entrepreneurs from wealthier Protestant homes. 

(About a third of these two groups say they ~ct to earn $20~000 or .more within 

ten year~.) Thus, it is pr.ecisely in regard to slower salary paeiilg that the 

Jewish organization m~n most resemble their gentile counteI'J?artS and most s}1arply 

differ from Jewish entrepreneurs; it is precisely in regard to slower salary pacing 

that wealthy.Protestant organization men mo~t resemble all other organization men 

and most sharply differ from their counterparts among the entrepreneurs. 

·l'able 7 gives another indication of the slower pace that is characteristic of 

the organization. men we are studying. We had as~ed: "After how many years do you 

think you will reach your to~ yearly earnings ••• ?" About ·half of all the business

men is our salllples sa:i:d they thgught about twenty years or more; very few said they 

expect to reach their top earnings in as little as ten years. But in all the 

groups we are looking at, the proportions of entrepreneurs who expect to pace them-

selves C!t this fast pace is roughly tWice as high as the proportion of fast-paced 

organization men. 

(Table 7 here) 

·we can summarize it this way: for certain of the wealthier boys it is a norm 

of their income group to talk about a rapid rate of reaching salaries that are 

relatiyely high; for most organization men it is . a norm not to~ Now, if a wealthy 
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boy chooses to be an organization man, the norm for his income class seems to yield 

to the norm for organization men; and it is likely to yield in this way whether 

he is a Jew or whether he is a Protestant. 

Leadership and Independence Have Special Meanings for Organization Men 

This is not to be interpreted as evidence that the organization men are re~dy 

to settle for low - or middle..-paid jobs, infrequent raises, and ·then resign from 

responsibility. Certain organization men are more likely than others to say they 

highly value an opportunity to exercise leadersr.ip in a job. 'rhi;; was another 

requirement the students were asked to apply ~ a standard in evaluating their 

, "ideal job. 11 In this respect they differed sharply from tlieir Catholic counterparts 

and from the Jewish entrepreneurs, both of which groups were significantly less 

likely to give equal weight to "leadership" as a job value. 

{Table 8 here) 

But even here the differential pace of the organization men is apparent. The 

"leadership" they ref er to is not likely to have the cqnnotation of independent. 

ground .breaking and individual responsibility for others on the job. 

We had asked the students to rate the importance they attached to another 

standard for evaluating an ideal job: that it "leave me relatively free of supervi-

sion by others. 11 About half of all entrepreneurs considered such freedom a highly 

important criterion in an idecil job. But only about a quarter of the organization 

men, whether Jewish or gentile, ran~~d ~t highly important according to their values. 

Keep in mind that about half of the organization men (fewer among the Catholics') 

had said "leadership" was important to them; but now only a quarter say that "free-

dom from supervision" is important. Thus it cannot be indep~ndent l~adership they 

have in ptind. For many it must be the kind of leadership which permits of super-. . 

vision by others: again a quieter pace than the entr~preneurs seem to be thinking 

of. 
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(Table 9 here) 

What, .then, does· "leadership" mean to these organization men if so few of the:m 

value the independent work <>ne Plight ·expect to accompany leadership on a job? 

Sociability Implications of Leader.ship 

When they say they value leadershi,p, many organization men may' be thinking of 

the kind of leadership that can go on when one is engaged ·in a $Ociable sort of 

teamwork or in face-to-face contact with clients or customers; for, in evaluating 

an ideal job a majority of .all organization men consiqer that the degree to which 

it provides interpersonal contacts is a highly important consideration. Among mos·t 

entrepreneurs only a minority give equal weight to this standard. 

One of. the job requirements on the list of criteria for evaluating an ideal 

job was that it "give me an opportunity to work with people rather than things." 

A majority of all organization. men, whether Jewish or gentile, cons~dered this 

"highly important" but only a minority of the entrepreneurs did so.* 

(Table 10 here) 

Fraternity Membership .is Most Prevalent Among Jewish Organization Men 

That this emphasis on spciability may be characteristic of Jewish organization 

men in particular is suggested in quite a different context. We know that the 

Jewish boys come .from considerably wealthier backgrounds than the non-Jewish boys 

in this group. More Jews than gentiles, then, are able to afford fraterriity life. 

We would the ref ore eXpect them to turn up mo.re frequently as fraternity members on 

campuses where frat_ernities exist. Yet it is only among the organization men in 

these samples that Jews are more likely than others to belong to fraternities. Even 

Again the Catholics are the exception: those who say they value highly "an 
opportunity to work with people ••• " are in the majority ainong Catholic entrepreneurs 
as wel1 as among Catholic organization men. 
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when we introduce again the income control for. the Protestants, and examine the inci

dence of fraternity membership among the wealthier Protestants (to whom the Jews · . . . .. . . . . 

might better be compared on this count) the finding standst Jewish organization 

men are more likely than any of the other groups we a~e studying to report frater

nity membership. It may be that certain fraternity values, such as their emphasis 

on sociability and on affable interpersonal contacts, are particularly appealing to 
. . 

these Jewish organization men. 

(Table 11 here) 

Does Hard Work Lead to Success? 

There is evidence, too, that certain other values of the fraternity system 

appeal principally to the orgaization men among the Jews: it is only the Jewish 

entrepreneurs, in contr~t to. all others, who are likely t.o be .cynical about ·them 

:to any noticeable degree. For example, we had asked whether the respondents agreed 

or disagreed that 11Anyone who is willing to work hard has a good chance of succeed-

ing." 'l'his is an opinion which is prevalent a'Tlong most of the college men we stu-

died - but it is ~ncountered rather more frequently among fraternity members than 

among independents. The only group among whom cynicism on this score is distinctly 

noticeable is the Jewish entrepreneurs (about half of them express such cynici~). 

Virtually all of the organization men among the Jews agree with the gentiles that 

"anyone who is willing to work hard has a good chance of' succeeding." 

(Table 12 he~) 

Summary 

'rhe financial returns a job may offer are emphasized less by org.anization men 

and more by entz:-epreneurs. 'l'h~ organization men are more likely to speak of modest 

salaries, and when it comes to expressing a preference for risk and financial ·re-

. turns on the one hand, or security on the other, they are more likely to find secur-

ity appealing. 
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The Jewish org~ization men seem at first to be an exception • . On these counts 

they seem to resemble the entrepreneurs and diverge from their gentile counterparts 

among organization men. 

The:se values regarding money, risk and security, however, are also linked to 

economic backgro'Jria,; and it turns out that what seerned initially to be particularly 
.. ~ 

characteristic of Jewfoh organization men, is equally characteristic of the wealthier 

gentiles to whom the Jews may 111ore aptly be compared. 

It is the quieter pacing of their salary expectations that more clearly dif-

ferentiates organization men from entrepreneurs. Fewer organization men expect 

high salaries quickly; fewer organizatioIJ men expect to reach their top yearly 

earnings at a rapid pace. This difference is discernible regardless of religious 

affiliation and regardless of f arnily wealth. 

~he more relaxed pace that organization men see for themselves is apparent .in 

other respects, as well. They az:'e more likely than entrepreneurs to emphasize 

"1,eadership11 - ... but they seem to mean by this leadership in the sociable interper-

sonal relations· one has ·on the job rather than the independent unsupervised work 

that is valued by relatively more entrepreneurs.. These characteristics are equally 

prevalent among organization men regardless of t.heir religious backgrounds. 

The Jews seem to be distinctive in only two respects. The organization men 

among t,hem are more likely tha."l ·any ct.her group to report fra+,erni ty membership; the 

entrepreneurs among them are more likely than any other group to indicate a certain 

cynicism about certain values that are almost unanimously accepted by all ct.her 

groups: the assumption that "anyone who is willing to work hard has a good chance 

to succeed," is an example of this. 

Additional .Findin s li!hich Althou h St,atistically Insi nificant, Corroborate the 
Story See Table 13 

Certain other findings tend to corroborate the c~aim that the organization 
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appeals to many Jewish ''businessmen" particularly because they feel it may allow a 

quieter, less demanding pace of life than they might. find as entrepreneurs. ·rhese 

additional tables are presented here as a note because the correlations are not 

statistically impressive. ~hey are, however, in line with the main theme of the 

analysis, and thus warrant not the confidence that comes from statistical tests of 

significance, but the confidence that is built up by the cumulative impact of con-

sistency. 

1) ~ven though over half of the Jewish organization men -- in contra~t to 

fewer gentile ones -- said they would risk job security for financial 

r~~ard (see Tables 5 and 5a) they by .no means scorn security as an occu

pational value •. In fact, "a stable, sectire future" was rated as the sin-

gle most important standard in evaluating an ideal job by ~ Jewish 

organization men than any other group (40 per cent versus j a fourth of 

all other groups). 

2) ''What two qualities on this list do you think really get a young person 

ahead the fastest today? 11 we had asked. Instructions were to select two 
I 

out of the six qualities. Only two qualities were selected di:f:ferentialiy 

by· the groups we are analyzing: "hard work" was one. It was checked l;>y 

less than half of the Jewish organization men, by more than half of all 

other groups. 

This finding is all the more interesting in view of the absence of 

cynicism among Jewish organization men about hard work leading to "success. 11 

(See table 12.) Most .of them agree that it does; but relatively few agree 

' that it will 11get a young person ahead the fas test these days o 11 If we take 

this finding at it~ ·face value (that is, do not consider it accidental) we 

could interpret it in thi.s :way: t..he "success" that can be achieved by hard 

work does not mean "getting ahead the fastest." 
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Another quality on the list was "luck .• ·~ ~lmost all ~espond~nts 

passed it by . The only group whicl} selected it to any notic~able .degree 

was the Jewish organization men: i4 per cent of this group said "luck~" 

compared with 5 per cent or less of all other groups. 

3) "Creativi ty11 as an occupational value is conl$idered highly important by 

orily a third of the college. men, but very few will say it is of little 

or no impotance. 1t'he largest s'Ubgroup among the businessmen who did 

say so, however, was among the Jewish organization men: .29 per cent 

said that it was of lit tl~ or no importance to them that a job npermi t 

me to be creat.ive ·and original." 

Some Wa;ys in Which All "Businessmen," Jewish or Gentile, Entrepreneurs or Organiza
tion Men, Resemble Each Dther. (See ~able Ili) 

Up to now we have concentrated at+.e~+.ion principally on the differences between 

Jew and gentile, between orga,nization men and entrepreneurs. Yet the main point 

tha:t comes ·out of our analysis is that the ''businessmen" - whether Catholic .or 

Protestant, entrepreneur or organization man -- resemble each other more than they 

differ from each other. For example: 

1) They are equally optimist.ic about being able to enter the occupation they 

say t.hey pref er. Among all these ''businessmen 11 only minorities say they 

feel the occupation they finally end up in will be a compromise with what 

they prefer. Yet we know from other studies (see M. Rosenberg~ al .• , 

Oc~upations and Values, Free Press, 1957) that the proportions of students 

who expect t o enter busines~ as a compromise exceed the proportions who 

expect to enter other occupations as a compromise: that. is, "reluctant 

businessmen 11 are more frequently encountered on our campuses than are 

reluctant doctors, lawyers, engineers, and the lil,e. 'l.'here is no discer-

nible tendency, however, for any single religious group to provide 
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significantly more of these "reluctant businessmen"; nor is such reluctance 

m0re characteristic of organization men than of entrepreneurs. 

2) Clear-cut majorities of roughly equivalent magnitude in all groups of 

i•businessmen" we analyzed say that it is "very important" for them to get 

ahead. 

J) Equivalent proportions in all these groups. (minorities in the first instance~ 

majorities in t.he second) say that. "brains" are important in getting a 

young person ahead, and "having a g9od .personality." 

4) Only small r.ct.norities in all groups say they expect that activities which 

could be classified as "community responsibility" act,ivitiE'.s will constitute . . 

a main so~qe of satisfaction in their life. ·11Participation as a citizen 

in the affairs of community," and "~articipation in activities directed to-

ward national or internat.ional betterment, 11 were mentioned by few "business-

men" of aey type as a . major source of sati.sfaction in one's adult life. 

S} Only $~all minorities in all groups mention as· a highly important occupa

tional value the criterion of being "helpful t.o 'ethers. 11 These proportions 

are not significantly different among . ar..y of the groups of "businessmen" we 

examined. 

6)· No one of these groups can be said to be more· "career-oriented" than any 

other. The proportions who selected "career" as a ·principal source of 

satisf act.ion in life did not vary significantly among any of +,he groups. 

7) The majority of "businessmen" are no+, seeking advent.ure in occupational 

life: more t,han . ha),.f said that they would consider this job requirement 

"of li t:t,le or no importance." Only among the Protestant entrepreneurs did 

a majority give "adventure" o~ the job a higher rating; but even so, 44 per 

cent of this group said .it was of little or no importance. 
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Some ways in Which the Catholic "Businessmen" May Be .Distinctive (See 'l'able 15) 

We have already mentioned in several contexts that the Catholics are distinc-

tive. For example, more Catholics come from poorer homes and label themselves 

below middle class (fables 3 and 4). 

Perhaps it is for this reason that the orgainzation.men am9ng the Catholics 

are least likely of all groups to be willing to risk s~curi ty for ill90me. In 

sharp contrast, however, are the Catholic entrepreneurs. ~hey are more likely 

than . any other group ~o expect, to achieve high . salaries rapidly. (See tables 5 and 

5a) 

~he Catholics are distinctive in other w~s as well, and we would like to 

call attention to some of +.he ways in 1-1hich they differ from the Jews and the 

Protestants. 

More than half of the Jewish organization men stress "leadership" as an occu-

pational value; bu+. only 29 per cent of the Catholic organization men do so. 

Moreover, among Jews (and perhaps among Protestants) those valuing "leadership" 

are more frequently found among organization men . than among entrepreneurs.; among · 

Catholics the reverse is true. ~o put it another .way, Catholic organization men 

and Jewish entrepreneurs are similar in not stressing "leadership''; all other types 
~ . 

of businessmen are more likely to stress it. (See table 7) 

More than half of the Catholic entre.preneurs and organization men alike say 

they value interpersonal contacts on the job; while in the other two religious 

groups these values are more frequently found among organization men t,han among 

entrepreneurs. (See Table 10.) 

rehere is at least one other important .way in which Catholics differ from 

others, and that, of course, is their religiousness. But it has other repercussions 

which are important' in this context. 
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For example, Catholics -- whether organization men or entrepreneurs -- are 

less like1y to be family-centered than are the Jews and Protestants, and Catholic 

organization men are least likely of any group to emphasize "leisure time activi~ 

ties. 11 1l'his is, in part, an artifact of their disproportionate emphasis on reli-

giousness; but it would be· a mistake to gloss over the differences without noting 
- . 

their significance. It is revealed in the following way. 

~he students were asked to rank six activities as a source of first, second, 

or third satisfaction in life. For most of the students these choices centered 

first on 11family relationships," followed by "career or occupati.on. 11 Few ranked 

the alternative, "religious beliefs or activities" in any of the first ~hree posi-

tions. But the Catholics were more likely than others to select this religious 

alternative. As a result., relatively fewer Catholics chose the re~aini:ng, le.ss 

popular alternatives -- which were: "leisure-time recreational activities," ''par-

ticipation ••• in the affairs of your community," and "activities directed toward na-

tional or international bettennent." Emphasis ori religion displaced these alterna-
•. 

tives downward for many more Catholic students than Protestant.or Jewish students. 

(Table 15) Even "Family relationships" suffered, so t.o speak, as a result • 

. Notice, however, that ·this "displacement downward" of all other alternatives 

because of the religious emphasis of t.he Catholics does ~ occur in the case of 

"career11 . (.see Table 14).· Where it does occur, it is equivalent for entrepreneurs 

as well as orgariization men -- with ope exception. Only when it comes to "leisure 

time activities" do these two types of Catholic "businessmen" diverge. The Catholic 

organization men are the least likely of any group to say they expect "leisure time 

activities" to provide a major source of sati·sfaction in their lives. Indeed this 

is the only subgroup where just a minority (J.6 per cerit) select this alternative. 

In contrast, "leisure time activities" as a major source o.f satisfaction .in life 
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is most frequently selected by the Jewish organization men, 74 per cent chose this 

alternative. Clearly, most Catholic_s -- the more so among organization men -

value religious activities a~ove leisure time activities. For most Jews it is the 

other way around. 'l:'he end result, t.hen, is t his sharp di_fference .between Catholic 

and Jewish organization men; in the one group,. almost al.l value leisure time acti-

vities; in the other, very few. 

(Table 15 here) 

A Note on Heterogenei-tz 

One question significant to this analysis is a more general que~tion than the 

sort we have been asking up to now. Leaving aside for the moment the manifest con-

tent of each it.em we .have. examined, let us ask: regardless of their preference 

for being entrepreneurs or organization men, are the Jewish ''businessmen" a more 

homogeneous type than the ge~tile ones, or is the revers7 true? 

One very crude way to an~er this question is to construct a sort of "discrep-

ancy score" for the three pairs of groups. Is the magnitude of the per cent dif-

ferences between en+,repreneurs .and organization men larger or smaller for Jews, for 

Catholics, or for Protestants,. ~he greater the per cen~ difference, the greater 

the het,erogeneity. ·1'.'he smaller the per cent differences, the grea~er the ~om,ogenei~ 

The discrepancy score indicates that "businessmen" of any group are a relative~ 

homogeneous type. (Out of thirty items examined in this way, 24 produced discreP

ancies of less than 10 per cent among the Protestan~s; 18 produced equivalent dis

crepancies among the Catholics, and 17 among t he Jewso) 

Yet, to the extent that there ~ ·differences between organization men .. ana . ~ . . . 

entrepreneurs, it is the Jews who show the greatest heterogeneity, the Protestants . 
. . . 

who show the least, and the Catholics · are somewhere in between. In other words, it· 
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is leas~ justified to think of Jewish ''businessmen 11 as a single type, more justified 

to think of Protestants in this way. 

Here are the findings . For· thirty items exmnined from this point of view, 

differences between organization men and entrepreneurs of 20 per cent magnitude or 

more occurred s:i,x times: four times among Jews, twice among Catholics. 

· · Differences in a range of 15-19 per cent occurred seven times when Jewish 

organization men were comp~d with. Jewish entrepreneurs; four tiines when Cathol~c 

organization men and entrepreneurs were cornparedJ and once whe~_ Protestant organi-

zation men and entrepreneurs ·were compare~ 

~he discrepancy count for the thirty items sppears below. 

Disc r ,epancy Sc O!'e. Per cent dif'f erences 
between organization men and entre
preneurs for 30 i terns 

25% or more 

20-24% 

15-19% 

10-14% 

Less than io ·per cent 

Jews 
(Numbel'.' 

~ 

-~ · 

7 

2 

17 

Catholics Protestants 
of questionnaire items) 

1*18:· 0 

l~ 0 

4 l 

6 ' 18 . 24 

'*The i terns: "Freedom from supervision" a highly important O<?Cupational 
value; 4nyone who works hard has a good chance to succeed 

**The items: Expect $20,,000 or more in 10 years 
Expect to take 20 years or moi·e to reach top earnings 

***The ~tem: Would choose a job with high income, little security 

****The 1 tem: ~ct to take 20 years or more to reach top earnings. 



Table 3. Jewish "Businessmen" Are More Likely Than Non-Jewish "Businessmen" 
To Report Wealthier Homes 

The "Businessmen"* 

Jewish Catholic Protestant 

About how much was your father's income last year, as far as yo~ know? 
If your father is not the chief breadwinner in the family, indicate 
income of main earner 

Median income reported 
Entrepreneurs 
Organization men 

Proportion reporting incomes of 
$.10, 000 Qr more 

Entrepreneurs 
Organization men 

$12:,360 
$10,000 

58% 
50% 

$5, 695 
$5,160 

30% 
21% 

~·7,160 
$7,500 

34% 
3$% 

*The bases on whic~ per cents have been computed in this table and 
in tho9e follow~ng are: 

Entrepreneurs 
Organization men 

Jewish 
60 
30 

Catholic 
41 
49 

Protestant 
211 
264 

There were 113 aspiring "b'usinessmen" who said they would prefer other 
kinds of work environments: government, educational institutions,. non
profit organizati~ns, family enterprises, the military, and so on. Of 
these, 27 were Jews, 9 were Catholics, and 77 were Protestants. They · 
are not considered in this memorandum~ , · 



Table 4: The Press Towards Middle Class Identification. Only Catholic 
Organizati on Men Are !fore Likely than Others to Call Themselves 
'"Lower Class. n 

The "Businessmen" 

·Jewish Catholic Protestant 

In which of these f onr groups do 
you consider · your family to ~e? 

Organization men 
10% Working class or lower ·class 33% 1L% 

Middle class 70 56 62 
Upper. class 20 12 2.3 

Entrepreneurs 
Working class or lower class 12% 17% 16% . 
Middle class 70 6o 62 
Upper class 18 23 22 



Table 5. More Entrepreneurs Than Organization Men Value and Expect 
High Incomes. J e:vish Crgarlization Men Resemble Entrepreneurs 
Mo.re 'Than They Resemble Gentile Organization Men. 

••• Consider to what extent a job 
or career would have to satisfy 
each of the following requirements 
before you would consider it ideal ••• 

"Provide me with ·a ·chance 
a great deal of money. 11 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

to -earn 

; 

••• If you had your choice, which 
would you pick? 

.A job whic~ pays ~ good inco~e 
if you make the grade but in 
which you lose almost everything 
if' you don't make it. 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

About how much money do you expect 
to earn after ten years? ( ••• assum- ' 
ing the present buying power of the 
dollar.) 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

The "Businessmen" 

Jewish Catholic Protestant · 

( Proport-ion selecting money as "highly 
important) 

63% 
62% 

43% 
,51% 

48% 
61% 

(Proportion selecting this alternative) 

56% 
62% 

39% 
76% 

49% 
60% 

(Median salary mentioned) 

$15;56o 
t·14, 870 

~· 9,580 
17, 500 

t 9,795 
11,420 

(Proportion saying less than $101 000) 

15% 
24% 

.53% 
34% 

5.3% 
44% 



Table. 5a. · More ~ntrepreneurs than Organization Men Value and Expect Higl'l. 
Incomes. This Outlook is More Characteristic of Jews and Wealthier 
Protes~ants, Less Characteristic. of Catholic and Poorer Protestants. 

••• Consider to what extent a job 
or career would have to satisfy 
each of the fallowing requireJnen+,s 
be~ore you would consiqer it ideal ••• 

• 11Provide me with a chance to earn 
a great dea1 of moneyo" 

.Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

• , .:rr you had your choice, which 
would you pick? 

The "Businessmen" 

;protestants who report 
'family incomes of: 
$101000 Under 

Jewish or more $10,000 Catholic 

(Proportio~ 
important 11 } 

6~ 
6'Zf, 

selecting money as 11highly 

51% 
68% 

46% 
-56% 

A job which pays a good income if you 
make the grade, but in which you lose 
almost everything if you don't make it. 

(Proportion s~lecting this alternative} 

56% 
62%. 

56% 
7Cd. 

. 47% 
54%' 

39% 
76% 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

About how much money do you expect to 
earn after ten years? (.~.assuming tlle 
present buying power of the dollar.) 

Organization men . 
Entre~reneurs 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

* Bases for above percentages 
Organization men 

Entrepreneurs 

(Medi.an salary ment~oned) 
$15,560 ~13,333 $9,040 
$14,870 $16,800 $9,690 

(Proportion saying less than $10~000) 

15% 
24% 

'60 
JO . 

31% 
21$ . 

134 
70 

.165 
90 

41 
49 



Table 6. Jews and Wealthier Protestants Are More Likely than Catholics and Poorer 
Protestants to Stress "Status and P_restige" as Occupational Values. 

••• Consider to what extent a job 
or career would have t.o satisfy 
each of the following requirements 
before you would consider it ideal ••• 

Give me social status and presti~e11 

Protestants who report 
family incomes of: 
$10,000 Under 

Jewish or more $.10,000 Catholic 

(Proportion* selecting "social status and 
prestige" as highly important) 

Organization men L7% 
Entrepreneurs 42% 

L1% 
50% 

2.3% 
24% 

33% 
34% 

Table 7. Regardless of Religion or Wealth, More Organization Men Than Entrepreneur~ 
Are Slowly Paced About Reaching High Salaries and About Reaching Top YearJ 
Earnings 

About how much moriey do you expect 
to earn after ten years? 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

After how many years do you think you 
will reach your top yearly earnings? 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

(Proportions* saying $20,000 or more) 
8% 13% 4% 11% 

32% 35% 9% ' 15% 

(Proportion saying 10 years or shorter) · 
14% 3% 14% 11% 
29% . 13% 22% 31% 

*Bases for above percentages appear as a footnote to Table 5a. 

\. .. 



Table 8. Jewish Organization Hen Are More Likely than Others {Particularly 
than Catholics) to Stress Leadership as an Occupation Value 

Consider to what exte~t a job or 
career would have to satisfy each 
of the following requirements ••• 

"Give me a chance to exerciee 
leadership" 

Organization 'men 
Entrepreneurs 

Jewish Catholic Pr.otestant* 

(Proportion selecting "leadership" as 
"highly important") 

52% 
36% 

29% 
42% 

47% 
Lo% 

Table 9. Organization Men Are Less Likely than Entrepreneurs to Stress 
Freedom from Supervision as an Occupational Value 

"Leave me relatively free of 
supervision by others ••• " 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

(Proport,ion 
visi,c:m" as 

24% 
53% 

selecting "free of super-. 
highly important) 

23% 27% 
42% 50% 

Table 10. Organization Men Are ~ore ~ikely than Entrepreneurs to Value Working 
with People. (Catholic Entrepreneurs Are a Poss~ble Exception) 

"Give me an opportunity to work 
with peopl e .rather than things." 

Organization men 
Entre.preneurs 

(Proportion 
people" ~s 

60% 
41% 

selecting 11work with 
highly important") 

59% 52% 
56% 44% 

* See appendix for tabulation of Prote.stant subgroups from wealthier and poorer 
homes. 

.. • .... : : .. 

' 



Table 11. Jewish Org::mizati on r'!en Include the Greatest Proportion of 
Fraternity Membe.rs 

Are you a member or a pledge 
of a fraternity? 

Organization men 
&-itrepr~ileurs 

Jewish Catholic . Prote~taht* 

(Proportion responding "yes") 

7'j%. 
54% 

43% 
55% 

54% 
57% 

Table 120 Only am~ng Jewish· Entrepreneurs Is There Less Frequent Agreement 
That Hard Work Leads to Success 

Anyone who is willing to work 
hard has a good chance. of 
s~cceeding 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

(Proportion who agree) 

87% 
57% 

79% 
83% 

8.3% 
80% 

* See appendix for tabulation of Protestant subgroups from wealthier and poorer 
homes. 



Table 13. Some Further Ways in Which Jewish Organization Men May Differ from 
Gentile Organization Men and Also from Entrepreneurs 

Consider to what eJttent a job or 
career would have to satisfy each 
of the f oll01'1ing requirements before 
you could consider it ideal. 

Enable me to look forward to a 
stable; secure future 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

Permit me to be creative and 
original 

Organization men 
Entreprer.ieurs 

What two qualities on ·this list do 
you think really get a young person 
ahead the fastest today (Check two) 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

Organization ~en 
Entrepreneurs 

The "Businessmen" 

Jewish Catholic Protestant* 

(Proportion selecting "security" as of 
first importance) 

40% 
25% 

2~ 
25% 

31% 
32% 

(Proportion ranking "creative" as of 
little or no importance) 

29% 
13% 

(Proportion 

48% 
59% 

(Proportion 

14% 
5% 

7% 
18% 

selecting 

55% 
68% 

selecting 

2% 
<Yfo 

16% 
18% 

"hard work") 

67% 
65% 

"luck") 

4% 
5% 

* See appendix for tabulation of Protestant subgroups from wealthier ~d poorer 
homes. 



Table 14. Some Ways in Which All Businessmen Resemble Each Other 

Pref erred occupation is same 
as expected occupation 

Organization men' 
Entrepreneurs 

Jewish 

83% 
80% 

The "Businessmen" 

Catholic 

74% 
81% 

·Protestant 

78% 
78% 

What three things or activities in your 
life do you expect to give you the 
most satisfaction? 

Participation as a citizen in the 
affairs of your community 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

Partj_cipation in activities di
rected toward national or inter
national betterment . 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

Your career or occupation 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

What two qualities .on this list do 
you think really get a young person 

(Proportion ranking this alternative in 
first, second or third.·p::i,.ace) 

16% 20% 18% 
17% 14%. 22% 

(..Proportion ranking this alt~rnative 
in first; second or third place) 

10% 
13% 

6% 
12% 

6% 
"6% 

(Proportion ranking "career" in first 
place) 

2.3% 
20% 

29% 
.34% 

24% 
28% 

ahead the fastest today? (Check two) (Proportion sele.cting "brains") 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

How important to you, personally, is 
it to get ahead in life? 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

34% 
31% 

28% 
34% 

27% 
24% 

(Proportion selecting "personality") 
66% 68% 65% 
56% 64% . 61% 

(Proportion saying "very important") 
77% 65% 61% 
64% 76% 70% 

Consider to what extent a job or career 
would have to satisfy each of these re-
quirements before you could consider (Proportion selecting "helpful· to others" 
it ideal... as highly important) 

Give me an opportunity to be 
helpful to others" 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

Provide me with adventure 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

23% 
23% 

33% 
37% 

29% 
3o% 

(Proportion selecting "adventure" as of 
little or no importance) 

60% . 56% 51% 
61% 53% 44% 



Table 15. Some Ways in Which Ca+.holic "Businessmen" are Distinctive. 

What three things or activities in 
your ~ife do you expect to give you 
the most satis!action? 

Religious beliefs or activities 

. Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

Family relationships 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

Leisure-time recreational 
activities 

organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

The "Businessmen" 

Catholic Jewish frotestant* 

(ProP,ortion rank.ing "r~ligious beliefs" 
first, sec9nd, or third in -~portance} 

24% 
24% 

'j% . 
6% 

13% 
12' 

(Proportion ranking · "farnily" first in 
iJJ!portance) 

47% 66% 68% 
52% 73% 64% 

(Proportion ranking ttleisure" first, 
second or third in importance) 

'36% 
51% 

74%. 
66% 

* See appendix for tabulation of Protestant subgroups from wealthier and poorer 
hnnes. 

. . ~ ·~ 
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Jews and Catholics Compared with Protestants on High and Low Economic 
Levels. (T.ables 8-13 and ·table 15) 

Protestants who report 
family incomes of: 
$10,000 Under 

Jewish or more $102000 Catholic 
Table 8. Consider to what extent 
a job or career would h~e to satisfy 
each of the foil owing requirements ••• 

"Give. me a chance to exercise 
leadership." 

(Proportions* 
important) 

52% 

selecting "leadership" as highly 

Organization men 
En:t;rep~neurs 36% 

47% 
SO% 

48% 
33% 

29% 
42% 

Table 9. 11!.eave .me relatively free 
of supervi~ion by others •.•• 11 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

(Proportions selecting 
as highly important)' 

11free of supervision" 

24% 38% 
53% 53% 

20% 
48% 

2.3% 
42% 

Table . 10. "Give me an opportunity to 
work ·with people rather ·than things. 11 

Organization rnen 

(Proportions selecting 
highly important) 

''work with people 11 as 

6(Jf, 61% 
Entrepreneurs 41% 47% 

Table 11. Jewish organization men include 
the greatest proportion of fraternity 
members. 

Are you a member of a pledge of 
a fraternity? 

49% 
43% 

59% 
56% 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

(Proportions responding "yes") 
7 3% 50% 41% 43% 
5L% 63% 46% 55% 

Table 12. Only arnong Jewish entrepreneurs 
is there less frequent agreement that 
hard work leads to success. 

Anyone who is willing to work hard 
has a good chanc:e of succeeding. 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

"' 
(Proportions who agree) 

87% 81% 84% 
57% 81% 76% 

7'lli 
83% 



Table 13 •. Consider to what extent .a 
job or career would have to satisfy 
each of the following requirements ••• 

"Enable me to look forward to a 
Stable·, secure future." 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

Prot·estants who r.eport 
fam~ly incomes of: 
~i·lO, 000 Under 

Jewish or more ~10,000 Catholic 

(Proportions 
importance) 

40% 
25% 

s~lecting "security" as first in 

28% 
16% 

31% 
39% 

29% 
25% 

11 Permit"me to be creative and 
original. 

(Proportions ranking "Creative" of little or no 
importance) 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

\1hat two .qualities on this list do you 
think really get a young person ahead 
the fastest today? (Check two) 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

29% 16% 18% 7% 
13% i9% 18% 18% 

(Proportion selecting "hard work") 
48% 67% 66% 55% 
59% 60% 64% 68%. 

(Proportion9 selecting "luck") 
14% 2% 4% 2% 

5% 4% 5% 0 

Tabie 15. What three things or activities 
in your lite do you expect to give you 
the most satisfaction? 

Religious beliefs or activities 
Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

Family relationships 
Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

Leisure time recreational 
activities 

Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

* Bases for above percentages: 
Organization men 
Entrepreneurs 

(Proportion ranking "religious beliefs" first> 
second, or third in imoortance) 

3% 10% . 16% 24% 
6% 9% 17% 24% 

(Proportions ranking 11family11 first in importance 
66% 66% 66% 47% 
73% 59% 66% 52% 

(Proportions ranking 11leisure" first, 
or third in importance) 

78% 66% 59% 
69% 62% 53% 

60 
30 

134 
70 

165 
90 

second 

36% 
51% 

41 
49 




